Africology: The Journal of Pan African Studies (A:JPAS) seeks to publish bibliographic essays to meet the needs of students, faculty, and educational centers. Essays may address a new curricular area, a topic that has assumed significantly increased interest, a trans-disciplinary area, or important recent literature on a traditional topic. Essays should cover core materials ranging from introductory to advanced levels with emphasis placed on books, journals or electronic media resources relevant to Africology or related areas of study.

As appropriate for a topic, the perspective writer should establish a historical and contextual context for the essay; hence, prominent scholarship in fields related to the topic should be discussed; a survey of important schools of thought or scholarly trends should be included that focus on distinctive methodologies and provocative departures from diverse disciplinary trends juxtaposed with other important resources. The essays should also be descriptive and evaluative in surveying relevant titles, thus, works that are seminal should be identified as such.

Those interested in submitting a bibliographic essay proposal to Africology: The Journal of Pan African Studies (A:JPAS) should provide a brief outline of their proposed essay, noting its scope, content, and any particular organizational theme (e.g., chronological, geographical) with four or five recent sample citations. Second, the writer should supply headings to demarcate key sections of their essay which should end in a one or two paragraph summary. Third, the writer should define the topic of their proposed essay, and outline how it relates to Africology or related disciplines, and explain why or how it is important in the academy, and perhaps beyond. Next, the writer should determine if their topic is a new topic of scholarly interest or has it been a part of an ongoing growth topic with supporting literature. Last, the writer should briefly provide information about his or her knowledge and expertise on the proposed topic, and inform A:JPAS when their final manuscript will be completed.

A:JPAS bibliographic essays are primarily intended to identify approximately 100 core books, journals and online resources on a topic, hence, inform A:JPAS of how many titles you anticipate discussing in the essay. The length of your manuscript should range from 6,000 to 8,000 words (approximately 25 double-spaced pages), with approximately 75 to 125 titles cited. Hence, every title mentioned in the essay should be in your references (works cited list), and all works in the list must be discussed in the essay. Entries should be arranged alphabetically by author/editor, and thus information given should include: author(s)/editor(s), title, place of publication, publisher, date of publication, ISBN, the amount of pages in a work, translator (if applicable), and the preferred edition of the work.

All essays must be sent electronically via e-mail to: atjpas@gmail.com with 'Bib Essay' in the subject-line, hence, listing the writers declaration of originality and intent to publish with A:JPAS, name, title, location, institutional affiliation, telephone number, and e-mail address.